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We aim to create a sustainable economy using data 

science applications and artificial intelligence. By 

focusing on agricultural commodities, we create services 

to build commodity exchanges and preserve wealth for 

investors by actively engaging in the commodity futures 

market. Using a complete automated algorithmic 

methodology, we preserve value while maintaining local 

equity. 

Mansa Musa, once the richest man in the world, so 

rich that in his pilgrimage to Mecca, he devalued the 

price of gold by bestowing wealth to the poor. Five 

centuries later, Mansa Capital is born with the same 

objective - to create a sustainable global economy. 

 

- We have restructured traditional investing, with 

the strength of data science and machine 

learning.  

- We create novel models that can withstand the 

unforeseen volatility of commodity markets-  

- Distributing easy-to-access technology globally 



OUR MISSION
At Mansa Capital, we believe that the end does 

not justify the means. Therefore, in every single 

decision we make, we always align to our values 

and moral. 

Mansa Capital is a financial technologies innovator which 

intends to build equitable, globalizing financial systems for 

burgeoning markets. The backbone of our business and entry 

plan is our hedge fund which will primarily trade commodities. 

Our pride relies on our novel ethical products that prioritize 

protecting local growers from predatory practices while 

creating sustainable economies in developing markets. 

will focus on a clientele of small businesses and accredited 

investors, offering our financial services to other startups. 

OUR VALUES
Novelt y - unique and specialized approach to investing with 

the power of AI 

Transparency - communicating and reporting to our 

investors with emphases in timeliness and accuracy 

Innovat ion  - continuously striving to compete with the 

market-best technology and consistently upgrading our 

products. 

Int egr it y - providing ethical services to clients while 

prioritizing diversity, equity, and inclusion.  



PRODUCTS

SUSTAINABLE COMMODITY HEDGING

Novel Commodity Exchange Creation

Rice is a critical agricultural product consumed by billions of people worldwide, mostly in developing countries. As 

experts in the rice commodity market, we offer a sustainable approach to hedging the price of rice futures through our 

algorithmic iron-condor strategy. By predicting the volatility of rice production in key regions such as India and the USA, 

we can effectively stabilize the price of Rough Rice and Paddy Rice assets in the CBOT and NCDEX futures markets, 

prompting returns for our investors.markets, prompting returns for our investors. 

Beyond wealth management, Mansa Capital intends to build innovative financial solutions. Our first step in this 

direction is the Franklin Templeton Blockchain Contest where our team has been accepted to compete for a $15k 

grand prize. Our idea is to build a commodity market which leverages blockchain?s security and decentralization to 

power a direct producer-consumer commodity market. It would allow any producer to list legally binding futures 

contracts for their product ? effectively bringing commodities back to their non-speculative roots. One of our founding 

members has experience building blockchains in the Polkadot ecosystem and has extensive industry experience, 

allowing us to see this project as the perfect marriage of our knowledge bases in commodities-finance and 

blockchain/distributed systems engineering.



STRATEGY
As part of our entry plan, we specialize in agricultural commodities; more specifically, international rice options because 

it gives us an edge on our much larger competitors. Established funds would have a difficult time generating better 

returns in our intended markets because, at their scale, they would concentrate in wider-ranging industries that 

encompass larger-scale returns. We are confident in our ability to generate profit? uncorrelated from the stock market ? 

because our team has already spent more than a year researching the price of rice through our UCSD HDSI-funded 

project on food insecurity predictions.

We built our mathematical modeling non-profit, COMPASS, around this project, and have reached a point where we 

believe in our ability to create a profitable venture off of what we have learned as scientists, engineers, and leaders.
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$13,325
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$14,325

$17,325

With our tested state-of-the-art models, we strive to preserve and 

generate wealth for our patrons by creating an automated system 

that trades contracts of agricultural commodities in the most 

optimal timings possible. 

To accomplish this, we deploy the iron condor options trading 

strategy backed by terabytes of data comprised of both financial 

and climate statistics. Our methodology allows for us to gain the 

most profit while managing our risks adequately, by predicting that 

our model falls under the distributions of the boundaries that our 

invention deem fit. t



PACKAGES

CATEGORY MINIMUM
INITIAL 

INVESTMENT 
CHARGE

PERFORMANCE 
COMMISSION 

FEES

MEETING 
AVAILABILI

FINANCIAL 
REPORTS 
FREQUENCY

Mansa Base 
Care package

$10, 000
3% off                         

(annual 
charge)

24% off
Quarter ly 
f inancial 
reports

Mansa Plus 
Care package

$50, 000
2.5% off              
(annual 
charge)

22% off

Ability to 
schedule 
pr ivate 
meet ings at  
least  once a 
month

Bimonthly 
f inancial 
reports

Mansa VIP 
Care package

$100, 000
2% off                

(annual 
charge)

20% off

Ability to 
schedule 
pr ivate 
meet ings at  
least  once a

Monthly 
f inancial 
reports



NEXT STEPS

Keep in touch by providing us your preferred method of 

communication and our COO, Taerim, will reach out for 

further information. We will employ a thorough background 

check and an accredited investor verification form to ensure 

we follow the guidelines set out by the SEC. After the process 

is finalized, we will reach out to you to schedule a follow-up 

appointment to advance in the investment agreements. .
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